Ventilatory and cardiac responses to hypoxia at submaximal exercise are independent of altitude and exercise intensity.
The hypoxic exercise test combining a 4,800-m simulated altitude and a cycloergometer exercise at 30% of normoxic maximal aerobic power (MAP) is used to evaluate the individual chemosensitivity to hypoxia in submaximal exercise conditions. This test allows the calculation of three main parameters: the decrease in arterial oxygen saturation induced by hypoxia at exercise (ΔSa(e)) and the ventilatory (HVR(e)) and cardiac (HCR(e)) responses to hypoxia at exercise. The aim of this study was to determine the influence of altitude and exercise intensity on the values of ΔSa(e), HVR(e), and HCR(e). Nine subjects performed hypoxic tests at three simulated altitudes (3,000 m, 4,000 m, and 4,800 m) and three exercise intensities (20%, 30%, and 40% MAP). ΔSa(e) increased with altitude and was higher for 40% MAP than for 20% or 30% (P < 0.05). For a constant heart rate, the loss in power output induced by hypoxia, relative to ΔSa(e), was independent of altitude (4,000-4,800 m) and of exercise intensity. HVR(e) and HCR(e) were independent of altitude (3,000-4,800 m) and exercise intensity (20%-40% MAP). Moreover, the intraindividual variability of responses to hypoxia was lower during moderate exercise than at rest (P < 0.05 to P < 0.001). Therefore, we suggest that HVR(e) and HCR(e) are invariant parameters that can be considered as intrinsic physiological characteristics of chemosensitivity to hypoxia.